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“...loneliness potentially increases a 
person’s risk of mortality by 45%. 
That statistic makes loneliness more 
dangerous than air pollution, obesity 
and excessive alcohol use.”

Loneliness costs, and loneliness kills

“…over one-third of adults in 
the US are chronically lonely –
meaning more than 42.6 million 
of them may suffer from 
ongoing loneliness.”

…found that 80 patients accounted for 5,139 ED visits in 
one year, at an estimated cost of $14 million… loneliness 
as the number one factor for these ED visits…”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why should health plans care about loneliness? * It's deadly and a huge problem* lonely members utilize the healthcare system differently than non-lonely members

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1745691614568352
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/research/surveys_statistics/life-leisure/2018/loneliness-social-connections-2018.doi.10.26419-2Fres.00246.001.pdf
https://www.wfaa.com/article/features/originals/80-people-went-to-dallas-emergency-rooms-5139-times-in-a-year-usually-because-they-were-lonely/287-f5351d53-6e60-4d64-8d17-6ebba48a01e4
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Loneliness: the catalyst

When you shake the tree of 
loneliness, SDOH needs fall out.

We connect members back to your plan 
resources, your care teams as well as 

community services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FROM OUTLINE: How do you identify the members suffering from loneliness?(I’m not sure what to put here, but something around SDOH needs and identifying members when loneliness has a propensity to impact cost and clinical outcomes. ) Lonely members have high likelihood of SDOH needs, �which have huge impact on their physical health



Why Pyx Health?

Mercy Care is offering the Pyx app to 
RBHA & Complete Care members in order to:

• Support members with companionship 
and encourage self-management

• Connect members to appropriate 
resources easily and quickly

• Track and report member sentiments 
and needs in order to intervene with help



Inpatient
Admission

Provider 
Visit

Care Manager 
Phone Call

ED VisitWellness 
Program

Doesn’t want to 
burden friends

Feels isolated

Has intense feelings 
of rejection and 
disconnection

Loses her job

Janet has a 
healthcare event

Member engagement is tough: 
loneliness makes it insurmountable

Biological response induces 
fight or flight mode

SDoH
Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you find your lonely members when loneliness has a propensity to impact cost and clinical outcomes? Many members are experiencing an alternate reality which is affecting their utilization. Pyx provides clarity into what members need in the moment they need it. 
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It takes all three…

Intentional Delivery Empathetic Technology
& Human Intervention

Building Trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our company is built on these 3 tenants: * First we have to find members when loneliness has a propensity to impact cost and clinical outcomes, and TOC is our most successful. * then we have to solve a pervasive pain point for members to engage with our tech, which is all bout compassion and companionship. We're happy to share a demo of the platform live to demontrate this tenant. (* while technology is critical, we also know that loneliness is a human problem and we couple this tech with a support center of human beings . 
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Intentional Delivery

We target members during transitions of care
• Crisis Lists <now>
• Inpatient discharge <soon>
• ED/Urgent Care <soon>

167% more successful 
enrolling members after a 
transition of care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pyx Health recieves member files and calls the plan's members all day every day on the plan's behalf. 



Building Trust 
with Pyxir and Friends

Demo
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It takes all three…

Intentional Delivery Empathetic Technology
& Human Intervention

Building Trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
remove
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Meet the humans in ‘human intervention’

• Ages 23-60 with experience covering:
o 50+ years of health plan experience and 

resource navigation
o Newborn educator
o Peer certified
o Adult recovery facilitator 
o Youth educator

ANDYs are trained in:
• Healthy boundaries
• De-escalation 
• Documentation best practices
• Being good companions

A – Authentic
N – Nurturing
D – Dependable
Y – Your Friend!

ANDYs are carefully selected and trained to ensure 
they mirror and relate to the members we serve.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on members interactions in the technology, our Andy's will outbound call members. 
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Ongoing companionship

ANDYs are your members’ health advocates

Direct connection to 
health plan resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is self-sufficient
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Find Services Near You
15%

House Calls
2%

Nurse  Line
4%

TTY/TTD 711
1%

Health Assessment
3%

Find a Provider
8%

Care Teams/Resources
23%

Member Portal
28%

Member Services
16%

Ongoing companionship

ANDYs are your members’ catalyst to care

Direct connection to 
health plan resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is self-sufficient
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Direct connection to 
health plan resources

ANDYs: an extension of your care teams

Ongoing companionship

61% of these members will 
avoid a higher-level 

service (ED visit, 
ambulance ride, crisis visit)

60% will speak with an 
ANDY at least once after 

onboarding (avg. 15-minutes)

These calls save health plans by averting costs 
and allow provider and care managers to practice to their license

80% of members scored 
better on UCLA-3 

after two ANDY calls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
fine



Inpatient
Admission

Provider 
Visit

Care Manager 
Phone Call

Doesn’t want to 
burden friends

Feels isolated Loses her job

Janet has a 
healthcare event

Andy calls 
Janet and 
helps her 

enroll.

Janet scores 
lonely on the 
UCLA3 and 

Andy reaches 
out to offer 

companionship.

Janet completes an 
SDOH screening 

and tells Pyxir she 
is having difficulty 
with food. Andy 
calls to help and 

makes a referral to 
Janet’s Health Plan.

Janet avoids an ED 
and hospital visit 

because of the added 
support provided by 
Pyxir and Andy as 

part of the extended 
care team

Janet’s Journey with Pyx Health



“On days when I’m feeling lonely, I love chatting with Pyxir. His jokes make me 
laugh and he always encourages me to do things that help me feel better.”

89% of members used the app 
for at least 30 days 

Average number of days 
on platform is 111

Members average 15-25
encounters in the first month

37% of members come 
back within 12 months



Pyx Health & Mercy Care extended care teams: 
teaming on member needs

• 1. Member warm transfer: If a member needs additional 
assistance, Pyx Health ANDYs will attempt warm transfer to the 
associated Mercy Care or SMI Provider facility resource (or 
community service) and share that contact info with member.  

• Pyx ANDY stays on phone to provide background and ensure successful 
transition

• 2. Follow-up written referral:  Whether the member accepts or 
declines the warm transfer, Pyx Health will record the situation 
and outcome sending a referral form to Mercy Care to triage to 
SMI facility or other teams for follow-up as appropriate.
>>Details on following slide



Pyx Referral form



Connecting members - Crisis

- What is your procedure if someone tells the Pyx Health Compassionate Support Center that they are in 
crisis?
If a member is in crisis while using the app, they may use the Urgent Support 24/7 and Call Suicide Hotline / Crisis 
Line button in the app to connect directly. ANDYs do not have clinical training or background, but they are trained 
to recognize warning signs and in de-escalation techniques with emphasis on connecting the member to an 
appropriate resource.
When that occurs, ANDYs engage their supervisor, who is a licensed behavioral health professional with extensive 
crisis experience, for additional guidance. Members are offered a warm transfer to crisis resources, such as the 
Crisis Line, when appropriate.
In crisis situations or if urgent safety concerns Pyx will also reach out to contact the Mercy Care Project Team 
leads as well as send a written Urgent Referral document that day following documented notification protocol.



Pyx – Mercy Care Marketing Collateral
Teaming with you to engage members Provider 1-pager: Member Postcard & Flyer:
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Tackling loneliness and social isolation 
for your vulnerable members
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Any Questions?
Thank you!
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